2021 – 2022 First Destination Survey outcomes

**Bachelor’s degree:**

Knowledge rate: 56.7% - all respondents + other sources (219) divided total # of grads (386)

Outcomes based on knowledge rate amount (219):
- Achieved outcome (working only): 66.2%
- Achieved outcome (working, continuing education, service, military, not seeking employment): 79.4%

Outcomes based on graduation total (386):
- Achieved outcome (working only): 37.5%
- Achieved outcome (working, continuing education, service, military, not seeking employment): 45%

Average salary: $42,333.00

**Master’s degrees:**

Knowledge rate: 60.8% - all respondents + other sources (112) divided total # of grads (184)

Outcomes based on knowledge rate amount (112):
- Achieved outcome (working): 87.5%
- Achieved outcome (working, continuing education, service, military, not seeking employment): 54.8%

Outcomes based on graduation total (184):
- Achieved outcome (working): 53.2%
- Achieved outcome (working, continuing education, service, military, not seeking employment): 54.8%

Average salary: $48,182.00

*other sources include LinkedIn, web search, faculty/staff knowledge, social media.*